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ABSTRACT 
In creating nations, flooding because of cataclysmic events, for example, tropical storms and seismic tremors 

brings about enormous death toll and property. Warning people group of the approaching flood gives a 

successful answer for this by giving individuals adequate time to empty and ensure their property. Be that as it 

may, the scope of early warning system arrangements presents a tangle of clashing prerequisites including 

expense and unwavering quality, and makes a few intriguing issues from factors as different as innovative, 

social, and political. The many-sided quality of these systems and requirement for independence inside the 

setting of a creating nation while staying viable and open by nontechnical staff gives a test not frequently 

explained inside created nations, a great deal less the creating. In the wake of portraying this issue, the paper 
talks about a proposed answer for the issue, beginning tests in executing the arrangement, and lessons learned 

through that work. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Catastrophic events are an overall marvel and require noteworthy collaboration to address. Late sea tempests, 

floods, and different occasions have outlined this alongside the distinctions of the impacts of calamities on 

created contrasted with creating nations. In the current US flooding because of tempests in the Midwest, death 

toll and property harm were limited because of crisis systems accessible in the very created US, while a tempest 

that attacked roughly seven states caused twenty passings and $30 million dollars in harm with just a couple of 

left destitute or hungry. On the inverse side, over a significantly littler geographic range, North Korea attempted 

to manage the uprooting of more than 300,000 individuals, roughly 221 passings, and a cost of $6 million, most 

to encourage those made destitute by the catastrophe that brought about part from the absence of advancement 

of warning systems and data at the group level of the looming flooding. From this point of view, the battle with 
flooding that confronts creating nations exhibits a problem that is begging to be addressed that we can't 

disregard while promising an answer that is all inclusive relevant. Warning people group of the approaching 

flood, in any case, is a costly proposition given the constrained assets of the nations. Current strategies add to 

the trouble with the requirement for costly gear and incorporated, computationally troublesome flood location 

plans. This introduces a chance to utilize the most recent work in data correspondence innovation and sensor 

networks to take care of this issue in a way that adjusts the negligible cost necessity and restricted computational 

power with the requirement for high unwavering quality of both the system and calculation. The issue of early 

warning quickly develops in multifaceted nature upon close assessment and the expansion of work inside a 

creating nation just builds that unpredictability. Numerous different necessities influence the system 

notwithstanding those recorded above including those identified with the staggering impact of the occasion 

being referred to.  

 
The issue at that point envelops those necessities coming about because of both low movement times when 

upkeep and consideration drop, and profoundly vital circumstances when a flood happens and the system must 

proceed with operation. To appropriately work, the system additionally moves toward becoming not just a 

specialized issue, but rather one of collaboration between government, alleviation offices, and the groups to 

make, keep up, and utilize the system. These more social and political issues characterize the achievement of the 

system, and guaranteeing their answers includes an unexpected approach in comparison to the specialized 

issues. In our work, we inspect the issue of flooding on the Aguan River in north-eastern Honduras. This stream 

bowl " covers a geographic territory of 10,000 km2 and contains no less than 25 profoundly debilitated groups 

of roughly 35,000 individuals add up to. The venture started after the obliteration caused by Hurricane Mitch in 

1998 where a surge of dilute passing the waterway amid the night caused roughly 5,000 passings with an extra 

8,000 missing, and 12,000 harmed. While considering Mitch a critical calamity in the area, individuals don't see 
it as a confined occasion.  
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The waterway encounters yearly flooding because of both substantial rain and sea tempests and, inside the 

serious storm time of 2005, the legislature pronounced Hurricanes Beta, Gamma, and Stan national fiascos. 

Many lives and property could be spared if individuals knew the flood was coming and, in the wake of flooding 

happened, could screen the waterway to see how to best concentration alleviation endeavors. With sparing 

Honduran lives through flood warnings as our objective, this paper proposes an abnormal state answer for the 

early warning system issue. We have been dealing with this issue since January 2004 and have played out a few 

model tests toward our answer. This paper talks about some of those tests and concentrates an arrangement of 

lessons gained from them that can help others taking a shot at this issue alongside comparative extensive scale 

innovation for creating areas.  

 

This paper depicts the issue of catastrophe warning, an answer for the issue on account of stream flooding, a 

progression of trials towards this arrangement, and an arrangement of lessons learned through our work in 
country Honduras.  

 

PAST WORK  
Past work covers a wide assortment of points incorporating sensor networks in creating nations, sensor networks 

for flood identification, and current operational systems for flood discovery. Sensor Networks in Developing 

Countries: proposed a system for observing wild zebra crowds in Kenya inside a 100 km2 amusement save. The 

system measured the GPS area of every creature and imparted the data utilizing distributed short range radios, 

performing little investigation of the deliberate information. Notwithstanding the portable zebra neckline hubs, 

the base hub additionally was versatile inside the network, accepting data from whichever hubs were adjacent 
through a long-remove radio amid settled correspondence windows. The test organization of the system in 2004 

comprised of 10 hubs over a 24 hour time span. De Zoysa [6] talked about a versatile sensor network for street 

checking in Sri Lanka. Genuine development and utilization of the proposed system had not happened at the 

season of the paper for this application in spite of the fact that tests toward that objective had happened. The 

portability of the system alongside defer resilience of the information don't make it fundamentally the same as 

our venture, albeit both do share prerequisites because of the decision of a creating nation and expansive 

geographic district to screen. Made a sensor network system that has been introduced in four unique areas to 

date. In the James Reserve, a timberland setting, the system measured temperature, moistness, rain, and twist 

utilizing around 27 hubs more than 1.5 years. 2 hubs were introduced for a long time in a high-forsake 

homestead and 24 hubs in the UCLA Botanical Gardens for 3 months. At long last, a 12-hub system was 

introduced in a Bangladesh rice paddy for 2 weeks to quantify nitrate, calcium, and phosphate (this examination 
additionally portrayed in [8]). These hubs utilized 433 MHz correspondence systems to share the information 

measured and a base station sent the information for disconnected investigation. The objective of the scientists 

for the system was transportability and fast arrangement, concentrating on an altogether different arrangement of 

prerequisites than our system. Proposed a system for observing horticultural estimations in India. A model 

system kept running for no less than one year in an open air controlled condition, comprising of 10 hubs 

imparting by means of inserted Mica2 radios with selectable radio frequencies (correct recurrence not indicated 

in paper). Two hubs were likewise conveyed in the field in India, however the paper did not give additional data 

on the analysis than hub number. Notwithstanding the system depiction, the paper introduced comes about 

because of educational overviews and laid out some human improvement issues. Sensor Networks for Flood 

Detection: Previous work on sensor networks for flood identification is inadequate with just two unique 

illustrations found in the writing. Castillo-Effen [10] proposes a design for a system, however is indistinct on the 

bowl qualities and no equipment subtle elements are recommended. Nearest to our work is a paper by Hughes 
portraying a flood-foreseeing sensor network that utilizations Gumstix sensor hubs, which require critical power 

yet take into consideration a Linux working system to keep running on the hub. As portrayed, the system had 

been tried in the lab, however no field tests were performed by time of the paper. The arranged field test would 

comprise of 13 hubs along 1 km of the stream. It is hazy what flood forecast demonstrate they are utilizing and 

in the event that it is as of now running on their lab test system. Given absence of data on the flood expectation 

side, the known points of interest of the equipment stage reject it as a prompt answer for the issue presented here 

as it has restricted geographic range, high cost, and expansive power prerequisites.  

 

Current Operational Systems for Flood Detection 

Current operational systems for early warning of flooding spread two extremes with another arrangement 

seeming to conquer any hindrance. The absence of distributed data on operational flood systems makes 
speculations troublesome, yet three systems appear to abridge the methodologies presently taken. The initial two 

systems depicted beneath give the most widely recognized illustrations, covering the two conceivable extremes. 
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At long last, analysts and associations have actualized another thought, straddling the center ground, and talked 

about toward the end. The one outrageous includes a very specialized arrangement with critical asset bolster, for 

example, found in the US. For this system, organizations create sensor, correspondence, and calculation 

innovation in view of the ALERT convention, which characterizes the information structure and polices of 

ecological checking systems . The US Emergency Alert System gives correspondence of the alarms all through 

the country utilizing TV and radio channels by making exceptional innovation and strategies, requiring the 

establishment of the innovation in stations the nation over alongside week by week testing, and guaranteeing 

convention consistence at all levels. Usage of particular systems streams through each level of government: 

elected, state, and province. Given the substantial number of districts in the US, systems and strategies do 

fluctuate, however the greater part depend on vast quantities of work force (some exceptionally specialized) and 

huge specialized assets. As a rule, areas execute the immediate estimation system with assistance from the 

United States Geological Survey and make polices on how their district characterizes a catastrophe and 
departure strategies. Real expectation for the most part relies upon qualified hydrologists inspecting the 

information (in this way expelling estimation blunders) and running it through a confounded physical model 

called the Sacramento show, which requires adjustment of a few un quantifiable parameters utilizing years of 

recorded information.  

 

On the flip side exists the system usually found in Central America, particularly 

 

 
Fig. 1. Aftermath of Hurricane Mitch in 1998 in Northern Honduras [3] 

 

In the result of Hurricane Mitch, happening in 1998, CTSAR perceived the requirement for a flood early 

warning system on the Aguan River and connected for financing for such a venture. " Our visit serendipitously 

corresponded with the start of the venture and an organization was orchestrated whereby we would give the 

building aptitudes important to the forecast and notice parts of the system, and they would work with the groups 

to build up their parts of the system. The Aguan River bowl envelops 10,000 km " 2 of land. Arranged between 
two mountain runs, the outrageous evenness of the bowl zone imperils groups along the length of the stream, yet 

particularly those at the wide mouth where it meets the sea. Groups living in that area angle as a profession in 

this way expecting nearness to both the sea and the waterway for their occupation.  

 

Also, the destitution, ignorance, and racial/social change from whatever is left of the nation as relatives of 

African slaves thwart most odds of moving to more secure areas. Mitch washed away a portion of the roughly 

25 groups living in this locale (see Figure 1) making a heartbreaking open door for moving, yet help, in the 

quick need existing apart from everything else, remade the groups in practically similar areas, setting them in an 

indistinguishable peril from some time recently. Sea tempests Beta, Gamma, and Stan in 2005 likewise hurt 

these groups (see Figures 2). Luckily, none were washed away, yet they obviously show the proceeded with 

gravity of the flooding risk. This danger happens because of storms, as well as overwhelming precipitation can 
yearly reason close flood to flooding conditions. Figure 3 best exhibits the potential seriousness of the 

precipitation, demonstrating a similar area on the waterway at three distinctive eras inside a year. Indeed, even 

before the November storms, the stream developed essentially as found in the August picture, Figure 3(b). By 

January, toward the finish of the blustery season, the stream width had developed so much that the waterway 

banks and many trees are never again obvious contrasted with the August tallness.  
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PROPOSED SOLUTION FOR FLOOD DETECTION USING SENSOR NETWORKS  
In building up an answer for this issue, we isolated the four undertakings (occasion expectation, expert notice, 

group caution, and group clearing) amongst CTSAR and ourselves. We consented to plan the occasion 

expectation system with the two gatherings attempting to introduce the system in the stream bowl and some 

assistance from CTSAR in characterizing what constitutes a flood. Any innovation required for expert notice 

would fall under our domain while CTSAR would work with the Honduran government to orchestrate who gets 

the warning and what style of notice. The people group ready parts also; we have the innovation (or the hows), 

and they have distinguishing the whos and whats of the alarm. For people group departure, CTSAR consented to 

work with the groups to create clearing approaches, decide extra asset needs, and organize the usage or buy of 
those necessities. Simply, we take a shot at the innovation, and they deal with the general population and 

strategy issues. For the innovation, two elements characterize the state of the arrangement. To start with, the 

geographic range included obstructs any type of volunteer-based system. The people group upstream that would 

need to play out the estimations and additionally the correspondence of those estimations have no association 

with the groups influenced by the flooding. This expels any level of self-intrigue and companion weight in 

intentionally playing out any system errands. Second, the nature of the issue includes measuring the stream and 

encompassing range amid overwhelming downpours, sea tempests, and constantly of day and night. Not very 

many volunteers would remain outside in a typhoon to play out an estimation or radio data to a focal office. 

Neither would they play out these undertakings amidst the night. While paying somebody may permit evening 

time estimations, few individuals would stay amid a typhoon, particularly if that tropical storm influences their 

own group with little scale flooding, building spillages, or potential farming product harm. However it is at 

these circumstances that the estimations are generally required. This proposes an independent system and, once 
the system ends up noticeably self-sufficient, we have a sensor network. With a sensor network arrangement 

determined, we characterize the accompanying particular system necessities:  

 

 Monitor occasions over substantial geographicdistricts of roughly 10,000 km2  

 Measure a wide assortment of factors adding to the event of the occasion  

 Survive long haul component introduction (on the request of years)  

 Recover from hub misfortunes  

 Detect and anticipate the stream flood  

 Withstand the stream flood  

 Power system for a considerable length of time  

 Minimize costs  

 Handle huge calculation necessities  

 

ANALYSES  
We have headed out nine times to Honduras in the course of the last three and a half years of this venture. The 

objective of these field trials has been to convey and test the system parts. On the correspondence side, we 

checked the ease of use of the 144 MHz radios. We tried the different extents essential for the system, 

guaranteeing that they can convey over those reaches. To impart at these extents dependably, the radio recieving 

wires require viewable pathway high noticeable all around, which requires reception apparatus towers and 
restricts the capacity to test this segment of the system in the US. With CTSAR help, we orchestrated access to 

arrive and fabricated 5 meter recieving wire towers at two stream locales where we intend to introduce water 

level sensors for 144 MHz radio correspondence alongside 10 meter towers at the CTSAR office and the 

administration crisis administration office in Tocoa (assembled and staffed by CTSAR). With these towers, we 

confirmed both the correspondence extend and the capacity of our modems to convey information over this 

range. On account of the 2005 tropical storms, we additionally demonstrated that the towers and radio wires will 

survive sea tempest drive winds. At the workplaces, notwithstanding the towers, we attempted to outline and 

introduce optional sunlight based power systems. We would lean toward 
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Fig. 2. Idealized Sensor Network Consisting of Two Correspondence Tiers: 144 MHz Computation, Office and 

Community Nodes, and 900 MHz Sensor Nodes 
 

to utilize matrix control on the off chance that it exists, yet require sun oriented power reinforcement for the day 

by day vacillations of that system alongside the significant blackouts related with catastrophes. CTSAR worked 

with a nearby organization to buy boards, batteries, and a charge controller. We included an off-the-rack 

inverter, an electrical extension, and extremely basic custom gadgets to change to sun based at the 

nonappearance of network control. We introduced these systems at the two workplaces and are running long 

haul use tests. At the administration office, we likewise introduced a changeless radio and portable PC for 
advancement of that interface, utilizing it both for longer term radio tests and investigating issues with the 

interface. CTSAR built this office for the administration as a feature of this venture and its novelty has required 

all gatherings to participate in characterizing the approaches and reasons for the space. While taking a shot at all 

parts of the venture, another region of real concentration, notwithstanding the correspondence, has been the 

water measuring system. This zone has given the lion's share of lessons learned and space to investigate the 

different supportability and practicality issues. We have made five unique models of this system. Through these 

models, we settled on measuring water weight as a technique for acquiring stream level. Different choices, for 

example, resistive water level sensors were dismisses because of consumption issues, while ultrasonic sensors 

were dismisses because of the roundabout idea of the estimation alongside diminished capacity in high winds. 

The holder for these sensors likewise gave some intriguing lessons. One model utilized locally accessible PVC 

pipes as a lodging for the system. Amusingly, our accumulation of vital PVC parts turned out to not all exist 

locally. Given that the underlying thinking for the PVC fizzled and the challenges of making dependable, secure 
arrangements, we changed to Otter boxes, giving essentially enhanced unwavering quality at the cost of nearby 

creation. At last, these models enabled us to comprehend the complexities of introducing something in a 

flooding stream since box development lessens the viability of the estimation. Structures must hold the sensor in 

a settled spot while guaranteeing the system does not soak in the delicate ground of the stream and that it is 

retrievable for support. We created two unique arrangements enabling us to introduce the system on a scaffold 

for more noteworthy dependability and furthermore amidst the stream when the circumstance requires. The last 

uses a blend of a bike tire, concrete, and metal standoffs to guarantee the case does not move and does not sink, 

while a metal chain both secures the link and gives a recovery alternative.  

 

CONCLUSION  
Catastrophes, by their extremely definition, wreak ruin on nations unpredictably. Creating nations encounter 

much more awful ruin than grew, be that as it may, and are less outfitted to manage the delayed consequences of 

these debacles. Foresight of the fiasco could therefore help all, yet better guide creating nations by giving time to 

secure property and clear. Growing early warning systems is a confused issue, with numerous aspects to the 

system prerequisites and numerous extra complexities when inside a creating nation. This paper depicted these 

complexities, concentrating on the use of stream flooding, and analyzed a potential answer for the issue of 

waterway flooding. Through field explores in Honduras, the issue and arrangement have been explained and 

refined, with numerous lessons gotten the hang of amid the procedure. An entire system still does not exist inside 

Honduras, but rather work keeps on building up this system and make a nearby test stage. Sooner rather than 

later, we will layout a nitty gritty system design, finish testing on segments of the 900 MHz detecting system, and 
build up a factual expectation calculation using the group information of the stream. We would like to secure the 
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general population of Honduras amid the rain and sea tempest period of 2008, with development to different 

nations soon to take after 
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